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Operation of DRAMM AME Fans from an External 
Computer 

 
 
The speed of the Dramm AME Fans can be controlled by an external computer by using a 
proportional output signal connected to a Dramm Speed Controller. 
 
Each of the following Speed Controllers have an input that will accept either a 20-Vdc or 4-20 
mAmp signal.  The signal type is selected by the position of jumper J1 as seen in the diagram 
below. 
 
Upper and lower limits on the speed of the fan are set using the minimum and maximum 
ventilation potentiometers inside the controller.  These are also highlighted on the diagram 
below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As these signals are proportional analog signals, the controller will accept the low signal as the 
minimum ventilation rate and the high signal as the maximum ventilation rate.  As the signal 
increases from low to high, the controller will adjust proportionally. 
 

NOTE:  Any signal from an external source will override the knob on the 
front of the speed controller.  If there is no signal, the knob on the front of 

the speed controller will adjust the speed of the fans. 
 
 

This proportional control will also turn off the fans.  To turn off the fans, the external signal 
must be below the low signal (4 mAmp or 2 Vdc).  This eliminates the need for a separate relay 
to cut power to the fan circuit. 

PS-06/10/15 (HCM 2306/10/15)

AME FAN WIRING INSTRUCTIONS

PS-20 (HCM 2320)

NOTE:  Three Wire Installation is Better for Large Installations.
This will reduce motor wear and electrical consumption.

For best results the AME fans use a three wire regulation of motor speed.  This increases electrical effi-
ciency and reduces wear on the motor.  In a three wire regulation installation of the AME fans full cur-
rent 220v is connected to the start winding of the motor, the variable control current is connected to
the run winding of the motor.  This allows for a lower starting load, lower running load and less heat
build up.  The result is greater electrical efficiency and a longer motor life. 

General Guidelines:
Two Wire Installation:
PS-06/10/15: Connect Line U1 from controller terminal 15 to fan terminal U1.

Connect Line U2 from controller terminal 13 to fan terminal Tk (last).

PS-20: Connect Line U1 from controller terminal 13 to fan terminal U1.
Connect Line U2 from controller terminal 11 to fan terminal Tk(last).

Three Wire Installation:
PS-06/10/15: Connect Line U1 from controller terminal 15 to fan terminal U1.

Connect Line Z2 from controller terminal 14 to fan terminal Z2.
Connect Line U2 from controller terminal 13 to fan terminal Tk(last).
Remove jumper between U1 and Z2 (J2) on the rear of the terminal strip
see diagram and photos

PS-20: Connect Line U1 from controller terminal 13 to fan terminal U1.
Connect Line Z2 from controller terminal 12 to fan terminal Z2.
Connect Line U2 from controller terminal 11 to fan terminal Tk(last).
Remove jumper between U1 and Z2 (J2) on the rear of the terminal strip
see diagram and photos
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